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Code-switching 
❖ Language contact may lead to co-existence and 

acquisition/learning of two or more languages. Such 
contact may either produce:

❖ Diglossia, i.e., the two languages used in different 
domains -- e.g. classical and spoken Arabic.

❖ Code-switching: The alternation of two languages 
within a single discourse, sentence or constituent 
(Poplack 1980, 2000). Involves an active manipulation of the 
symbolic and social meanings of a language choice



The Strawman Thesis

• Hinglish is a language, a distinct sociolect spoken by 
urban middle-class Indians.

• I shall argue that Hindi-English code-switching does 
NOT create an autonomous linguistic object, but IS a 
politically, and increasingly, vital language set of 
practices.  



The View from Linguistics 
•  Site = Locus of occurrence
• in the grammatical structure: (im)permissible switches

❖ in the conversation: sensitivity to the ongoing interaction
❖ in terms of genre: written vs. spoken


• Manner = Social meaning 
❖ for the interlocutors: interpersonal relations of hierarchy
❖ for the speech community: demarcation of domains of use
❖ for the genre: news vs. entertainment, comedy vs. non-fiction



SITE & MANNER: Grammar

Myers-Scotton (1993, 2002, 2006), Myers-Scotton & Jake 
(2001)

❖ CS is predicated on an underlying asymmetry between the 
languages involved, as both languages do not participate 
equally in resulting structures. 
❖ The language that provides the main grammatical frame 

for the bilingual utterance is the MATRIX LANGUAGE (ML). 
❖ The language that supplies the ‘content elements’ in the 

clause is the EMBEDDED LANGUAGE (EL).



SITE & MANNER: Grammar: Grammar

❖ In the MLF model, the premise is that there are clear/
discoverable restrictions on what aspects of the structure 
can come from MLs and ELs:

❖ In mixed constituents, all morphemes (‘bridge’ and 
‘outsider’) that participate in logical relations with the 
predicate and/or case and agreement must come from 
the ML.

❖ However, ‘early system morphemes’ may come from 
the EL.



SITE & MANNER: Grammar
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 Since, it is the Matrix language Hindi which provides the frame for the utterance in (27), 

it is this language’s clause structures which are observed. It would also be beneficial to identify 

some of the other types of morphemes listed in the 4-M model. Thus, -ka and –ki which mark 

possession in (27) and (28a) are bridge morphemes. A slight modification of (27) can be used to 

illustrate the comparative freedom enjoyed by early system morphemes as opposed to late 

outsider system morphemes as in (29): 

(29) a. ap -k-e sare proposal accept ho  gǝ-ye 

  You.H GEN-P all.P proposal.3MP accept happen  go-PERF.P 

  All your proposals were accepted. 

 b. ap -k-e sare proposals accept ho gǝ-ye 

  You.H GEN-P all.P proposal.3MP accept happen  go-PERF.P   

  Your proposals were accepted. 

 Examples (29a) and (29b) which manipulate the singular/plural distinction bring support 

for early system morphemes not being covered by the system morpheme principle. With both 

(29a) and (29b) judged to be equally well-formed, we move on to the question of the language 

from which the plural markers may be drawn. It is observed that the plural markers being early 

system morphemes can be drawn from either of the participating languages. 

 Furthermore, the system morpheme principle requires late outsider system morphemes to 

be drawn from the matrix language. This can be illustrated through (30). 

(30) tropical forests  -mẽ  bǝhʊt  sare  trees  hɛ̃ 

 tropical forests  LOC many all.P trees be.PRES.P 

 There are many trees in tropical forests. 

 According to Myers-Scotton, case-markers constitute late outsider system morphemes 

and these are required by the System morpheme principle to come only from the Matrix 

Language and follow the Matrix Language word order. Thus, variations on (30) which 

manipulate the language and position of the case-marker for Locative case are given below in 

(31): 

 

Early system morphemes: the English plurals
Late outsider system morphemes: the Hindi LOC

Sakshi Bhatia (2013) The Grammar of Code-Switching: A Minimalist Perspective. M.Phil. 
Dissertation, Delhi University
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(31) a. *tropical forests  in  bǝhʊt  sare  trees  hɛ̃ 

 b. ?/*in tropical forests bǝhʊt  sare  trees  hɛ̃ 

 Thus, irrespective of whether the English Locative marker in follows the word order 

requirements of the matrix language Hindi in (31a) or of English in (31b) the contribution of 

case-markers from the embedded language leads to the utterances being judged as 

ungrammatical. The fact that (31b) is not fully ruled out can be attributed to the PP in tropical 

forests constituting an embedded language island. 

 It seems that this model provides an adequate account for the above data. However, 

several problems remain. These issues especially come to the fore when this framework is 

applied on CS data for a previously unanalysed pair of languages vis-à-vis the model, as is the 

case for Hindi-English. While the broad identification of the languages which qualify as the 

Matrix Language and Embedded languages respectively is possible, this classification is based 

on an intuitive understanding rather clear objective criteria.  

To illustrate the difficulties in the application of this model let us look at the pair of equivalent 

monolingual English and Hindi sentences (32a) and (32b). With this pair in mind we may find a 

range of acceptable CS utterances two of which are listed in (33a) and (33b): 

(32) a. [TPRam will say [CPthat [TPMira’s story is true]]]] 

 b. [TPRam kǝh-eg-a  [CPki [TPmira-k-i kǝhani  sǝcci  hε]]] 

  Ram say-FUT-MS  that mira-GEN-FS story.FS true.FS be.PRES.S 

  Ram will say that Mira’s story is true. 

(33) a. [TPRam will say [CPthat [mira’s story true hε]]] 

b. [TPRam kǝhega [CPki [mira ki kәhani is sǝcci]]]9 

The question is what would you identify as the ML and EL for the embedded clauses in (33a) 

and (33b)? If we do further bracketing to identify the constituents more effectively we get (34a) 

and (34b): 

                                                             
9 Note that this sentence is further improved if an adverb from either of the languages, such as ‘bilkul’/’absolutely’, 
modifies sǝcci 

If Hinglish is an autonomous language, then this is a monolingual 
utterance.



SITE & MANNER: Interaction

❖ Auer (1988): A conversation-analytic approach to code-
switching. Two questions:



SITE & MANNER: Interaction
❖ Participants use code-switching as a means to organise the 

conversation and the roles that the interlocutors ascribe to 
themselves and each other. It has a direct consequence on turn-
taking, topical cohesion, etc.

❖ Participant related CS:  Switch is determined by the bilingual 
competence of the speaker(s) or their preferences.

❖ Discourse-related CS: Switch is determined by change in the 
mode of interaction (formal vs. casual), the of the talk 
(informative vs. evaluative), topic change, etc. CS also marks 
repeated questions, reformulations and elaborations, predatory 
remarks, etc. 



SITE & MANNER: Interaction
❖ Two possible outcomes of  language alternation in 

conversation:
• Transfer: Alternation from language X to language Y is followed 

by further talk in language X, either by the same or by other 
participants. That is, no renegotiation of the language of interaction is 
observed.

• Code-switching: Alternation from language X to language Y is 
followed by further talk in language Y, by same or other 
participants.

If Hinglish is an autonomous language, then we do not expect it 
to trigger CS or resist it.



SITE & MANNER: Genre

❖ Sebba (2011): The study of code-switching in 
multilingual written discourse must necessarily focus 
on interactive genres which resemble conversation. 
There are only  a few analyses of multilingual texts with 
prominent visual aspects, such as advertisements, 
posters and web pages.  

If Hinglish is an autonomous linguistic object, then texts in it 
should be possible.



Straw Argument Demolished?

• Hinglish is a set of code-switching practices.

• This practice is both grammatically constrained and put to use in 
interaction. (Chomsky's "What do we know when we know language?", 
and "How is this knowledge put to use?")

• But can we truly say farewell to the Strawman? Not if Parshad, 
Chand, Sinha & Kumari (2014) "What is India speaking: The 
“Hinglish” invasion" are to be believed.  



Hinglish is a sociolect
• India has witnessed the emergence of a new class of urban individuals 

speaking a mixed lect of Hindi and English, popularly known as 
“Hinglish”. 

• Evidence:  Urban Hindi/English bilinguals are unable to maintain fluent 
Hindi speech and instead produce Hinglish, whereas rural speakers 
evidence monolingual Hindi. 

•  24 respondents, 5-15 minutes of interviews about topics including 
explored informal topics like childhood, opinions on familial decisions, 
nuclear vs. joint families, pop media and cricket team preferences. 

• This 'shows' that an unrecognized mixed lect involving English but not 
“English”, has possibly taken over a sizeable faction of a large global 
population.



Farewell to the Strawman?

• Too small a sample, no controls in terms of age. 

• Too unstructured an (unrevealed) methodology.

• Insufficient taking into account that at least for some of these topics 
--"joint family", "pop media" -- borrowing and code-switching may 
be strategies found in older populations as well.

• But the core observation strikes a chord -- the urban youth 
preference for code-switching laden forms of speech. 



The View from Sociolinguistics
• LePage and Tabouret-Keller's (1985) notion of acts of identity:

[T]he individual creates for himself the patterns of his linguistic behaviour 
so as to resemble those of the group or groups with which from time to time 
he wishes to be identified, or so as to be unlike those from whom he wishes 
to be distinguished. (p. 181)

• Fishman (1972): Domains of Use 

“‘Proper' usage dictates that only one of the theoretically co-available 
languages or varieties will be chosen by particular classes of interlocutors on 
particular kinds of occasions to discuss particular kinds of topics (p. 437).

• Stable patterns of language use are the ones that give meaning to individual choice 
of codes and strategies. Social meaning lies in the perceived association between 
speech and norms of language choice.



The View from Sociolinguistics 

• Bourdieu (1977): There is a strong correlation between a speaker's 
linguistic utterances and the particular linguistic markets in which 
those utterances are produced. Social knowledge involves knowing 
when and how to produce utterances of high value in those 
markets.

A speaker's code choices must be constrained by her anticipation of the 
reception of her linguistic utterances, as well as an awareness of the social 
prestige accorded to high value utterances. To abandon the performance of the 
high value utterance (even for an experiment) is to suspend the performance of 
one's identity; that is difficult to do.



If not English, to CS hii sahii?

• Access to 'prestigious' English has historically been constrained in 
India by class and access to English education.

• Difficult to say whether this picture has changed in the last few 
decades, but aspirations to English and generally to upward 
mobility have increased manifold. 

• If the performance of code-switching is a signifier for access to the 
language of prestige, then producing code-switched utterances is 
'aspirational solidarity', an assertion of belonging to a 'will-be 
we-group'. 



Implications

• What (dispersal) role has the mass media played in making 
aspirational in-group-hood an accessible ideal?

• Is the choice of matrix language important -- English for the elites, 
Hindi for the rest?

• Is there a genre distinction between CS in the news, the popular and 
social media as compared to CS in English writing?

Thank You


